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This might strike an American reader as an unexceptional desire, but it is a rather significant decision for a
young Vietnamese woman in the s. Therefore, as Hang grows up she always notices and records in great detail
occasions when food is present in abundance and variety, such as the feasts put on by Aunt Tam. Ton flees the
village and finds shelter at the home of the parents of a former student of his. When she visits him in Moscow
she refers to her life as "this slow torture, this bottomless sadness. Author Duong Thu Huong has framed the
story well by presenting much of it as flashbacks within flashbacks, enabling her to movingly expose the
intricate weaving of events entwined with Vietnam's troubled history as all of this affects the present. Aunt
Tam has great strength, both physical and mental, and she works hard for many years, enduring many
hardships, to build up her wealth after her property is restored to her. Each time the boat prepared to leave
someone called for it to wait and let them board. Source: Pamela S. She has already become a social critic and
knows that her experience is representative of an entire generation of young Vietnamese. He has people
arrested for criticizing him, and he takes a plot of farmland from a widow, leaving her with nothing. She is
happy for a while, but then Chinh falls ill with diabetes. Nor does she want to follow the instructions of her
late Aunt Tam, and she decides not to live in the house she inherited from her aunt. But the new freedom of
expression had its limits. Her own life has been hard, and she has observed with a keen eye and ear the
sufferings of others. However, Hang does make one huge sacrifice for her mother. Aunt Tam takes into her
house her distant relative, Madame Dua because "a single drop of our own blood, even a hundred times
diluted, is worth more than swamp water. But he brings no wisdom, only injustice, to the position he occupies,
and after the Rectification of Errors he leaves the village and lives in obscurity. Later, Chinh marries, has two
children, and becomes a cadre responsible for ideological education in the northern province of Quang Ninh.
She wants to forge her own destiny rather than live in the past. I stood very still, letting her touch me, caress
me. However, Hang's father escapes. Introduction Paradise of the Blind, by Vietnamese novelist Duong Thu
Huong, was first published in Vietnam in and translated into English in 


